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The pipeline of our proposed D-TATAS (Debiasing Timestamp Supervisied Temporal Action 
Segmentation) consists of two phases: initialize the segmentation model with masked timestamp 

predictions and refine the model with center-oriented timestamp expansion. GPL is the 
abbreviation for generating pseudo-labels.



Background and Motivation



(a) An illustrative example of timestamp supervised temporal action segmentation.
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(b) Label bias in two phases.

Focus bias caused by 
limited label in the 
initialization phase.

Representation bias 
caused from limited 
annatations when 

refining model.



The Pipeline of D-TSTAS



The idea of MTP is to mask the input features of timestamps and use contextual information to 
predict their action categories. This can force the model to learn more from the unannotated 

frames and reduce the dependency on the annotated frames.
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The idea of CTE is to expand pseudo-timestamp groups that contain more semantic information 
than single timestamps. This can help the model to overcome the limitation of the expressiveness 

of single-frame timestamps and generate better pseudo-labels. And then, we refine the model 
with pseudo-labels and proposed segmental confidence loss.
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CTE can reduce representation bias by capturing more semantic-rich motion representations of 
action segments. By expanding pseudo-timestamp groups, we can include more frames that have 
different semantic information within the same segment. This can improve the quality of pseudo-

labels and the model predictions.
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Quantitative analysis of D-TSTAS



Comparison with different levels of supervision on all three datasets.



Qualitative analysis of D-TSTAS



The qualitative result of MTP
• Only MTP: prediction based on context
• MTP+Naive: complement each other to predict the complete segment

The qualitative result of CTE
• more complete semantics by dense timestamps
• more accurate pseudo-labels
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